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Production of primary and secondary (Li, Be, B, e+, p, …) CRs in SNRs 

Injection of primaries from thermal pool 

SN  
shock Reacceleration of 
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Acceleration of secondaries, 
created in nuclear collisions  
of accelerating primary CRs 
with gas atoms 

Effect is proportional to the volume 
sweep up by SN shock 
Efficient in the case of diluted ISM 

Effect is proportional 
to the number of collisions 
Efficient in the dense ISM 

Energy spectrum of secondary CRs produced in SNR is harder then 
produced in ISM                        s/p ratio flattens with energy 
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Berezhko, Ksenofontov, Ptuskin,Völk, Zirakashvili (2003) 
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The model: basic equations 
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Hydrodynamic 
equations 

CR transport equations 
for ions, antiprotons and 

 electrons 
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Injection term 

ρ(r, t) – gas density 

w(r, t) – gas velocity  

Pg(r, t) – gas pressure 

f(p, r, t) – CR distribution 
  function 
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‚ÓÈ ‚ ÔË·ÎËÊÂÌËË ÒÙÂË˜ÂÒÍÓÈ ÒËÏÏÂÚËË ÓÔËÒ˚‚‡ÂÚÒˇ ‰ËÙÙÛÁËÓÌÌ˚ÏË Û‡‚-

ÌÂÌËˇÏË ÔÂÂÌÓÒ‡ ‰Îˇ ÙÛÌÍˆËÈ ‡ÒÔÂ‰ÂÎÂÌËˇ  À fA(r, p, t) [3, 50]:

@ fA

@t
= r(Ar fA) � wcr fA +

rwc

3

p
@ fA

@p
+ QA,

„‰Â ‚ ÓÚÎË˜ËÂ ÓÚ Û‡‚ÌÂÌËˇ 1.4 ËÌ‰ÂÍÒ A ÛÍ‡Á˚‚‡ÂÚ Ì‡ ÒÓÚ ˇ‰Â, ı‡‡ÍÚÂËÁÛÂ-

Ï˚ı Ï‡ÒÒÓ‚˚Ï (‡ÚÓÏÌ˚Ï) ˜ËÒÎÓÏ A.

œÓÒÍÓÎ¸ÍÛ ÛÒÍÓÂÌÌ˚Â ˜‡ÒÚËˆ˚ ‚ Ó·Î‡ÒÚË Û‰‡ÌÓ„Ó ÔÂÂıÓ‰‡ ËÌÚÂÌÒË‚ÌÓ

‡ÒÍ‡˜Ë‚‡˛Ú ‡Î¸Ù‚ÂÌÓ‚ÒÍËÂ ‚ÓÎÌ˚ [4, 59], Á‰ÂÒ¸ Ú‡ÍÊÂ ÔÂ‰ÔÓÎ‡„‡ÂÚÒˇ ·ÓÏÓ‚-

ÒÍËÈ ı‡‡ÍÚÂ ‰ËÙÙÛÁËË  À, ˜ÂÏÛ ÓÚ‚Â˜‡ÂÚ ÍÓ˝ÙÙËˆËÂÌÚ ‰ËÙÙÛÁËË

A = B = ⇢Bv/3,

„‰Â ⇢B = pc/(QeB) Ë v — „ËÓ‡‰ËÛÒ Ë ÒÍÓÓÒÚ¸ ˜‡ÒÚËˆ˚ (ËÓÌ‡), B — Ì‡ÔˇÊÂÌ-

ÌÓÒÚ¸ Ï‡„ÌËÚÌÓ„Ó ÔÓÎˇ, c — ÒÍÓÓÒÚ¸ Ò‚ÂÚ‡, e Ë m — Á‡ˇ‰ Ë Ï‡ÒÒ‡ ÔÓÚÓÌ‡, Q —

Á‡ˇ‰Ó‚ÓÂ ˜ËÒÎÓ ËÓÌ‡.

«‡ˇ‰Ó‚ÓÂ ˜ËÒÎÓ ËÓÌÓ‚ Q ‚ Ì‡˜‡Î¸Ì˚È ÔÂËÓ‰ ÛÒÍÓÂÌËˇ ‡‚ÌÓ Â„Ó ‡‚-

ÌÓ‚ÂÒÌÓÏÛ ÁÌ‡˜ÂÌË˛ ‚ Ã«— Q
0

. — ÚÂ˜ÂÌËÂÏ ‚ÂÏÂÌË Á‡ˇ‰ ËÓÌÓ‚ ‡ÒÚÂÚ ËÁ-Á‡

Ëı ËÓÌËÁ‡ˆËË Á‡ Ò˜ÂÚ ÒÚÓÎÍÌÓ‚ÂÌËÈ ‚ ÂÁÛÎ¸Ú‡ÚÂ ˜Â„Ó Á‡ˇ‰Ó‚ÓÂ ˜ËÒÎÓ ‰ÓÒÚË„‡ÂÚ

ÁÌ‡˜ÂÌËˇ ‡‚ÌÓ„Ó Á‡ˇ‰Ó‚ÓÏÛ ˜ËÒÎÛ ˇ‰‡ Z. Ã˚ ÔËÌËÏ‡ÂÏ, ˜ÚÓ Á‡ˇ‰Ó‚ÓÂ ˜ËÒÎÓ

Q ‡ÒÚÂÚ ‚ ËÌÚÂ‚‡ÎÂ ˝ÌÂ„ËË 10Amc2 ÷ 10

3Amc2 ÔÓÔÓˆËÓÌ‡Î¸ÌÓ ÎÓ„‡ËÙÏÛ

˝ÌÂ„ËË ÓÚ ÁÌ‡˜ÂÌËˇ Q
0

‰Ó Z.

—ÎÂ‰ÛÂÚ ÓÚÏÂÚËÚ¸, ˜ÚÓ ËÁ-Á‡ Á‡‚ËÒËÏÓÒÚË  / vp/Z ÔË ✏ > 10

3Amc2 ÙÓÏ‡

ÙÛÌÍˆËË ‡ÒÔÂ‰ÂÎÂÌËˇ ËÓÌÓ‚, ÛÒÍÓÂÌÌ˚ı Ì‡ Û‰‡ÌÓÈ ‚ÓÎÌÂ, Á‡‚ËÒËÚ ÚÓÎ¸ÍÓ

ÓÚ Ï‡„ÌËÚÌÓÈ ÊÂÒÚÍÓÒÚË ˜‡ÒÚËˆ˚. —ÎÂ‰Ó‚‡ÚÂÎ¸ÌÓ, Ï‡ÍÒËÏ‡Î¸Ì‡ˇ ˝ÌÂ„Ëˇ ·Û‰ÂÚ

ÔÓÔÓˆËÓÌ‡Î¸Ì‡ Á‡ˇ‰Û ËÓÌ‡: ✏max / Z.

 ‡Í ÛÊÂ Ó·ÒÛÊ‰‡ÎÓÒ¸ ‚ √Î‡‚Â 2, ÒÛ˘ÂÒÚ‚Û˛˘ÂÂ Ï‡„ÌËÚÌÓÂ ÔÓÎÂ ÒÂ‰˚ ÔÂÂ‰

ÙÓÌÚÓÏ Û‰‡ÌÓÈ ‚ÓÎÌ˚ ÒÛ˘ÂÒÚ‚ÂÌÌÓ ÛÒËÎË‚‡ÂÚÒˇ ÔÓÚÓÍÓ‚ÓÈ ÌÂÛÒÚÓÈ˜Ë‚ÓÒÚ¸˛

 À ‰Ó ÛÓ‚Ìˇ B
0

� BIS M, ÔËÚÓÏ ‚Ó ‚ÒÂı ‡ÒÒÏÓÚÂÌÌ˚ı Œ—Õ ÓÚÌÓ¯ÂÌËÂ ÔÎÓÚ-

ÌÓÒÚË ˝ÌÂ„ËË Ï‡„ÌËÚÌÓ„Ó ÔÓÎˇ B2

0

/8⇡ Í ‰‡‚ÎÂÌË˛  À Pc ÔÂÂ‰ ÙÓÌÚÓÏ Û‰‡ÌÓÈ
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Moskalenko & Strong (1998) 

εinj = 300 MeV 

Ninj = (4π/c) I(ε > εinj) 

B0 = BISM = 5 µG upstream (unamplified) magnetic field 
ESN = 1051 erg 
Mej = 1.4 MSun 

supernova explosion parameters 

effective energy of injected  
CR electrons and positrons 

number density of 
injected particles 

 NH = 1.5 cm-3 ISM density 

The model: parameters 



ns = ns′+ns′′ 
ns ’ secondaries produced in nuclear collisions of primary CRs within the Galactic disk  
 

ns’’ secondaries in the Galactic disk volume produced in SNRs and modified  
         due to their propagation effect.  
 

E. G. Berezhko and L. T. Ksenofontov: Energy spectra of electrons and positrons produced in supernova
remnants

Bohm type diffusion coefficient κ(p) which is realized during efficient CR acceleration in SNRs

(e.g. Berezhko 2008). This makes the secondary particle spectra

Ns(p, t) = 16π2 p2

∫ ∞
0

drr2 fs(r, p, t), (5)

produced in SNR at any given evolutionary epoch t, harder compared with the spectra of primaries

Np(p, t).

The SNR efficiently accelerates CRs up to some maximal age TSN when SNR release all pre-

viously accelerated CRs, primaries and secondaries, with the spectra Np(ϵ) = v−1Np(p,TSN) and

Ns(ϵ) = v−1Ns(p,TSN) respectively, into surrounding ISM. Here ϵ and v are the kinetic energy and

speed of particle with momentum p.

These CRs released from SNRs together with secondary CRs produced in ISM form the total

secondary ns(ϵ) CR populations

ns = n′s + n′′s , (6)

where n′s(ϵ) represents the energy spectrum of secondaries produced in nuclear collisions of pri-

mary CRs within the Galactic disk and n′′s (ϵ) is the average energy spectrum of secondaries in the

Galactic disk volume produced in SNRs and modified due to their propagation effect. We restrict

the analysis to CR electrons and positrons not affected by the solar modulation, the ones with en-

ergies ϵ > 10 GeV, for which the effects of their escape from the Galaxy can be neglected. Within

the leaky box model the energy spectrum of secondaries modified due to their energy losses in ISM

after their release from the sources is given by the expression (Stawarz et al. 2010)

n′′s (ϵ) = ke
τloss(ϵ)

ϵ

∫ ∞
ϵ

dϵ′Ns(ϵ
′), (7)

where Ns(ϵ) is the overall spectrum of electrons or positrons released from a single SNR, νSN is

the supernova explosion rate, VG is the CR confinement volume, ke is the normalization factor fixed so that

ϵ3Je(ϵ) at ϵ = 31 GeV is 179.6 GeV2 m−2 sr−1 s−1, as indicated by the AMS-02 data, τloss(ϵ) is

the loss time determined by inverse Compton scattering and synchrotron emission. For τloss(ϵ) we

use the calculation (Stawarz et al. 2010) which corresponds to the relevant photon fields: cosmic

microwave background, the Galactic starlight and far-infrared photons from the dust emission with

energy density 0.3 eV cm−3.

For the energy spectrum of electrons and positrons produced in ISM n′s(ϵ) we use the calculation

performed by Moskalenko & Strong (1998) within their GALPROP model.

3. Results and discussion

We have calculated the overall energy spectra of all relevant CR species accelerated in SNRs, within

kinetic nonlinear model. The model is based on a fully time-dependent self-consistent solution
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ke   is the normalization factor  
 

τloss  loss time determined by inverse Compton scattering and synchrotron emission.  
        (Stawarz et al. 2010)  

 
 



At ε > 10 GeV positron spectrum 
is dominated by component 
created in p-p collisions  
 
(roughly consistent with  
previous estimate   (Blasi 2009)) 
 

Energy spectra of electrons and positrons, produced in SNRs 

 NH = 1.5 cm-3 

ISM 



Energy spectra of electrons and positrons, produced in SNRs 

At lower ISM density 
reaccelerated positron 
component (reSNR) 
becomes more 
relevant 



Positron to electron ratio 

ISM 

 NH = 1.5 cm-3 

SNR 



Boron to carbon ratio 



Antiproton to proton ratio 

 NH = 1.5 cm-3 



dependence from the square root of both E and !c).
Denoting by B"G the magnetic field in micro-Gauss and
by EGeV the energy in GeV, numerically one has

D1ðEÞ ’ 3:3# 1022F$1EGeVB
$1
"G cm2 s$1: (7)

For the following numerical estimate, we fix n1 ¼ 2 (in
cm$3) and fF ; B"Gg ¼ f1=20; 1g. We consider these num-
bers as reasonable if applied to old SNRs, in which mag-
netic field amplification is not effective and in fact it is
likely that magnetic fields are damped (see for instance
[14]). We stress once again that this period is very poorly
modeled and a precise quantification of the astrophysical
parameters is tricky: for instance, damping is required to
lower the maximum energy of accelerated particles, but the
temporal dependence of the maximum energy is not
known, though it is expected to be rather fast. The velocity
of the shock u1 is better known, since it can be estimated by
using the standard Sedov solution in a constant density of
the background medium, yet the new term is quite sensitive
to it (depending on u21). More complicated situations—
such as the expansion in a density profile induced by a
presupernova wind—are of relevance only in the early
stages of the expansion of the shell, and in any case only
for supernovae of type II. All in all, we are using simple
effective parameters with all the limitations that this ap-
proach implies. More important for the phenomenology is
that the combination of parameters n1B

$1
"Gu

$2
8 =F & 160 is

roughly what is required to fit the high-energy behavior of
the positron fraction, within a fudge factor of Oð1Þ. Note
that, for the chosen parameters and the energy range we are
interested in, the characteristic size of acceleration ‘ ’
D1=u1 is roughly 3 orders of magnitude larger than Rn,
confirming a posteriori the validity of including !n in the
source term. Another important point to discuss is that of
the maximum energy for the primary and secondary par-
ticles: protons accelerated at the shock have a maximum
energy which in principle can be estimated by equating the
acceleration time and the age of the remnant. The maxi-
mum energy of secondary products is determined by the
process responsible for their production: for electrons and
positrons, typically the energy of the secondaries is #'
0:05 of the parent proton. For antiprotons this fraction is
#' 0:17. However, those secondary particles which are
produced within a distance of order DðEÞ=u on both sides
of the shock participate in the acceleration process and they
end up being accelerated at roughly the same maximum
energy as the parent protons, with a rather flat spectrum.
For typical values of parameters one can easily find maxi-
mum energy in the range between 3 TeV (for Bohm) and
80 TeV (for Kraichnan). However, these numbers do not
take into account a number of phenomena, such as the
presence of higher energy particles generated at previous
times, damping of the field and the possibility of obliquity
of the magnetic field lines over most of the shock surface.

Because of these numerous uncertainties, we adopt a sort
of effective value of 10 TeV for Emax, though one has to
keep in mind all of the limitations listed above. As long as
Emax ¼ Oð10Þ TeV (within a factor a few), its exact value
is of minor impact for predictions of !p=p at E & 1 TeV.
Qualitatively, a higher value of Emax would increase the
slope of the rise in the positron ratio, while a lower value
would flatten it.
Finally, we comment on the role of nuclei in our calcu-

lations: in [15] it was found that for a typical composition
mixture like the one measured locally, correcting for this
effect roughly amounts to a factor " ’ 1:20. We have
repeated the effective weighted-average renormalization
using the same cross-section weights as in [15], but the
updated composition ratio compiled in [16], table 24.1. We
obtain a factor " ¼ 1:26, which we shall use to renormalize
both Eq. (2) and the ISM contribution. The ISM spallation
contribution to !p=p can be written in the same approxi-
mation as above in the form

J !p;ISMðEÞ
JpðEÞ

’ 2"XðEÞ
mpE

2$$$%

Z 1

E
dEE2$$$%&p !pðE; EÞ; (8)

with the grammage parameterized as:

XðEÞ ¼ "
!

E

10 GeV

"$%
g cm$2 ðE ( 10 GeVÞ: (9)

Here we adopt % ¼ 0:6 and " ¼ 5:5, well within the range
discussed in [17].
The predictions thus obtained are reported in Fig. 1.

Although the model described is very simple, the overall
agreement with the data is good, with the predictions for

 1e-05

 0.0001

 0.001

 10  100  1000

p- /p

Kinetic Energy, T [GeV]

Bohm-like

A term
B term

ISM
ISM+B term

Total

FIG. 1. The !p=p ratio for the parameters reported in the text,
together with a simple model of secondary production in the ISM
(dashed line), and with the recent data from PAMELA [11]. The
dotted and dot-dashed lines represent the contributions of the A
and B terms of Eq. (2) alone, respectively. The thick solid curve
is the overall contribution due to ISM plus the new mechanism,
while the thin solid curve only includes the ISM contribution
plus the B term.
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The overlap between the radial profile of protons f(r, p) with the gas density profile 
progressively decreases with the increase of energy at high energies, because  
the radial profile of protons becomes progressively broader.   
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FIG. 6: Production rates of p and e+ calculated with the conventional mechanism in the solar neighborhood. The production rates have
been calculated using two methods: an analytic description of the di↵erential hadronic cross sections [24–26], and (for E > 100 GeV) the
Pythia Monte Carlo code [27].
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FIG. 7: Ratio e+/p as a function of the kinetic energy. The thick line shows the ratio �p(E)/�e+ (E) of the fluxes observed at the Earth
(the line is also shown in Fig. 3). The ratio of the fluxes in interstellar space is shown as a shaded are, and was calculated correcting for
the solar modulation e↵ects using three di↵erent values of the solar modulation parameter (V = 0.4, 0.6 and 0.9 GV). The dashed line is
the calculated ratio of the production rates of positrons and antiprotons in the solar neighborhood. For E > 100 GeV also the results of
calculation performed using the Pythia Monte Carlo code is shown.

Positrons to antiprotons ratio Lipari, arXiv:1608.02018 

“These results strongly suggest that cosmic ray positrons  
and antiprotons have a common origin as secondaries  
in hadronic interactions.”  



Conclusions 

•  Production of secondary CRs in SNRs produces considerable effect in 
their resultant energy spectrum making it essentially flatter above 10 
GeV.  

•  Calculated energy spectra of antiprotons, positrons and secondary 
nuclei Li, Be, B with reasonable set of parameters are consistent with 
experimental data obtained in recent experiments PAMELA, Fermi and 
AMS-02.  

•  If majority of GCRs are accelerated in SNRs expanding in moderately 
dense ISM, than the observed flattening of CRs secondary to primary 
ratio can be explained by SNRs contributions only. 

•  Contribution of SNRs in production of secondary CRs should be taken 
into account in any scenario of their origin. 


